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Molecular dynamics simulation of vibrational energy relaxation of highly
excited molecules in fluids. III. Equilibrium simulations of vibrational
energy relaxation of azulene in carbon dioxide
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Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Biophysikalische Chemie, Am Fassberg 11, D-37077 Go¨ttingen, Germany

~Received 25 February 1999; accepted 10 August 1999!

The expressions for vibrational energy relaxation~VER! rates of polyatomic molecules in terms of
equilibrium capacity time correlation functions~TCFs! derived in the first paper of this series@J.
Chem. Phys.110, 5273~1999!# are used for the investigation of VER of azulene in carbon dioxide
at low ~3.2 MPa! and high~270 MPa! pressure. It is shown that for both cases the VER times
evaluated on the basis of the same potential model via solute–solvent interaction capacity TCFs by
means of equilibrium molecular dynamics~EMD! simulations satisfactorily agree with the
nonequilibrium~NEMD! molecular dynamics@J. Chem. Phys.110, 5286~1999!# and experimental
@J. Chem. Phys.105, 3121 ~1996!# results as well. Thus it follows that these methods can
complement each other in characterizing VER from different points of view. Although more
computational power and refined methods of dealing with simulated data are required for EMD
simulations, they allow the use of powerful tools of equilibrium statistical mechanics for
investigating the relaxation process. To this end, an analysis of VER mechanisms on the basis of
normal mode and atomic representations is carried out. The influence of temperature and CO2

pressure on azulene normal mode spectra and solvent assisted intermode coupling in connection
with the eigenvector structure is investigated in great detail. The normal mode capacity
cross-correlation matrix reveals the significance of intermode coupling, which significantly
contributes to intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution~IVR!. As a new concept, partial
normal mode relaxation rates are introduced. It is shown that these rates demonstrate similar
properties as the energy exchange rates through particular normal modes in nonequilibrium
simulations. Atomic spectra and friction coefficients are characterized by a complicated frequency
dependence due to contributions from many normal modes. Atomic capacity TCFs and partial
relaxation rates are analyzed and reveal a similar picture to that obtained from NEMD simulations.
These results show that VER and IVR cannot be separated from each other and have to be
considered as mutually connected processes. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~99!51641-3#

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last years vibrational energy relaxation~VER!
in liquids has been studied for a variety of systems both
experimentally and theoretically1–20 leading to an under-
standing of many factors affecting this type of process like
oscillator frequency, solute–solvent interaction, mode of mo-
tions, temperature, and the significance of quantum mechani-
cal aspects. But while most theoretical investigations have
been dealing with small molecules consisting of only a few
atoms, data are available21–25 now for moderate size mol-
ecules, too.

VER of polyatomic molecules is a complex phenomenon
comprising several distinct but mutually connected processes
such as energy transfer from a vibrationally exited solute to
the solvent, intramolecular energy redistribution, and solvent
energy transfer in the vicinity of the solute. VER is usually
addressed to the main channel of energy transfer from the

solute to the solvent. However, it is quite evident from a
general point of view that the latter cannot be considered
separately from other accompanying processes, especially in
dense solvents.

Unfortunately, even up-to-date experimental techniques
provide us only with the vibrational energy relaxation time
which, although it is a significant integral characteristics of
the phenomenon, is not sufficient to investigate VER in de-
tail. Thus versatile theoretical investigations are of great im-
portance for a profound understanding of VER.

Theoretical methods to consider this complex phenom-
enon for polyatomic solutes were developed in Ref. 24, here-
after referred to as paper I. They are based on classical mo-
lecular dynamics ~MD! simulations of equilibrium or
nonequilibrium systems comprising one solute and several
hundreds of solvent molecules. In turn, mode and atom spe-
cific methods were developed to interpret MD simulation
data.

Results of nonequilibrium molecular dynamics~NEMD!
simulations to directly determine the energy flux from a vi-
brationally hot molecule to the bath for the case of azulene
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dissolved in carbon dioxide or xenon and their detailed
analysis were reported in Ref. 25, hereafter referred to as
paper II. This analysis revealed a complicated character of
the energy redistribution in the solute–solvent system.

The remarkable equipartitioning of the solute vibrational
energy among its vibrational degrees of freedom was
demonstrated22,25while the solute rigid body translations and
rotations became thermalized on a subpicosecond time scale.
Thus during the relaxation process the solute vibrational sub-
system can be represented in terms of its quasiequilibrium
state with slowly decreasing temperature. The solute–solvent
interactions play an important part in highly efficient in-
tramolecular energy redistribution ensuring the solute quasi-
equilibrium.

A mode specific analysis has shown22,25 that solute vi-
brations from the whole spectral region are active in the
solute–solvent energy exchange. However, this energy ex-
change is not a unidirectional solute-to-solvent process.
Some vibrational modes take energy from the cold solvent to
the hot solute. These peculiarities of VER are stipulated by
complicated inter- and intramolecule dynamics and nonlocal-
ity of the potential energy distribution. Although nonequilib-
rium molecular dynamics~NEMD! simulations shed light on
many important features of VER they cannot give a complete
description of the phenomenon especially with respect to its
statistical mechanical features.

Modern statistical mechanical theories26–28 allow one to
calculate different nonequilibrium characteristics via certain
equilibrium time correlation functions~TCFs! providing the
basis for equilibrium molecular dynamics~EMD! investiga-
tions of the correspondingnonequilibriumprocesses. In pa-
per I it was shown that the solute–solvent interaction capac-
ity TCFs are of major importance for the case of VER.
Considering the solute vibrations and the solvent as weakly
interacting subsystems, these TCFs can be decomposed into
the products of solute normal velocity and external normal
force TCFs. These three types of TCFs~capacity, force, and
velocity! contain the main statistical mechanical characteris-
tics of VER.

Conventional theories1,4,11,13 of VER are mainly appli-
cable to solutes with one prominent vibrational degree of
freedom. They are based on the Landau–Teller formula in-
volving the force TCFs in the form of frequency-dependent
friction coefficients. Our approach~see paper I! yields the
same result when the velocity autocorrelation function
~ACF! is approximated by a harmonic function of time.
However, for the multimode problem the velocity and force
autocorrelation as well as cross-correlation functions come
into play. It was shown in paper I that these functions can be
considered either on an atomic or mode specific footing. One
may expect that the cross-correlation contributions are less
pronounced in the mode specific representation and thus the
latter is a more convenient basis for the analysis of VER.

Standard formulations of statistical mechanical theories
are concerned with weakly nonequilibrium processes de-
scribed by linear macroscopic equations. However, a
strongly nonequilibrium state of the solute–solvent system is
maintained during VER thus requiring an additional substan-
tiation for applicability of the equilibrium approach pro-

posed. The experimentally observed12,18 exponential excita-
tion energy decays are consistent with a linear energy
evolution equation and constitute a first indication of the
applicability of our approach.

A second argument appears from the two-temperature
model proposed in paper I. This model explains why a
weakly nonequilibrium theory can be applied to a strongly
nonequilibrium process. The reason lies behind the weak
solute–solvent interaction that allows us to introduce the
concept of two weakly connected quasiequilibrium sub-
systems, namely the solute and the bath. Really the bath is
almost an equilibrium subsystem while the solute is charac-
terized by a slowly decreasing temperature. The correctness
of this representation was proven by direct NEMD simula-
tions in paper II and Ref. 22. The properties of the hot solute
involved in VER appear in the velocity TCFs, which can be
rescaled to the solvent conditions by a factor proportional to
the solute temperature. The properties of the solvent are dis-
played by the force TCFs~or friction coefficients! and are
consistent with its equilibrium state at the bath temperature.

This explanation rests upon some approximations like
the scaling hypothesis for the velocity TCFs or the splitting
of the capacity TCFs into the product of the velocity and
force TCFs. Although these approximations correlate well
with a weak solute–solvent interaction, the direct verification
of the model by comparing EMD and NEMD simulations is
necessary. Thus we have to use the same potential model of
the system to be able to make meaningful comparison.

Of course, the same problem of the verification of the
applicability of the Landau–Teller formula and equilibrium
friction coefficients exists in the case of only a single vibra-
tional mode, also because of the strongly nonequilibrium
state of the solute. Again, the main reason why this approach
works can be traced to weak solute–solvent interactions. A
few successful comparisons of EMD and NEMD simulations
for this case are available in the literature.1,4,11,19

It was mentioned above that the relaxation time~or rate!
represents a very important but only a single characteristic of
VER. Analysis of NEMD data in paper II revealed many
peculiarities of VER dynamics. This paper is devoted to a
detailed investigation of time correlation functions directly
connected to VER that substantially complements the
NEMD analysis of VER. At the same time, the TCFs exam-
ined can be considered in a wider context. Velocity and force
TCFs are widely used tools of liquid state theories that in
turn are applied13,29 to investigate VER~see also Ref. 30 and
references therein!.

Although a particular system~azulene in carbon dioxide!
is considered here we believe that mechanisms of VER re-
vealed and discussed in this series of papers are of a more
general nature for a class of systems comprising a moderate
size solute~toluene, cyclohexene, etc.! and a dense solvent.
To the best of our knowledge this type of analysis of VER is
represented for the first time.

The outline of the paper is a follows: In Sec. II we
briefly review the MD method used. Section III presents a
mode specific analysis of azulene dynamics in fluid CO2.
Characteristics of azulene normal vibrations as well as nor-
mal mode velocity, force, and capacity time correlation func-
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tions are considered. The section closes with an evaluation of
the vibrational energy relaxation time. Analogous results on
the basis of the atomic coordinate representation are consid-
ered in Sec. IV. Section V contains concluding remarks.

II. METHODS

The potential model used for azulene and CO2 and the
technical details of the computer simulations are described
elsewhere21,25 and only the main characteristics are summa-
rized here. We use classical NEV equilibrium molecular dy-
namics treating both solute and solvent completely flexible.
The simulated system consists of one azulene molecule sur-
rounded by CO2. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed
on the simulation box and long-range electrostatic interac-
tions are calculated via the Ewald sum. All simulations were
done with theCHARMM package31 modified to our needs. The
potential for azulene and CO2 and the thermodynamic states
considered are as described in paper II. For the azulene–CO2

system the number of bath molecules was 216 and 337 for
low ~;3.2 MPa,T>445 K, r50.93 mol/l ! and high pres-
sure~;270 MPa,T>298 K, r528.7 mol/l !, respectively,
where T and r denote the equilibrium solvent temperature
and density during the simulation. Equilibrium simulations
were performed for each thermodynamic state by generating
six trajectories of 396 ps length each as a basis for the cal-
culation of appropriate averages.

The separation of the solute energyE1 into translational,
rotational, and vibrational contributions were done within the
Eckart frame~see paper I for details!. As shown in paper II
the vibration–rotation coupling contribution to the overall
energy transfer is less than 1%. Thus, this separation, though
not exact, should lead to reliable data for VER.

Spectral representations of different time correlation
functions were obtained by fast Fourier transform.32,33 To
improve simulation statistics each trajectory was divided up
into segments of 33 ps length providing a spectral resolution
of ;1 cm21. Sampling was every 4 fs~each eighth point in
the trajectory at a time step of 0.5 fs! giving a Nyquist criti-
cal frequency of 4125 cm21, well above the highest hydro-
gen stretch frequencies of azulene at about 3000 cm21. All
Fourier transforms calculated in this way already drop to
zero at;3500 cm21.

III. NORMAL MODE ANALYSIS

According to our analysis in paper I and the results of
paper II indicating a negligible contribution of vibration–
rotation interaction to VER, Eq.~3.27! of paper I can be used
for the transfer ratekvibr ,

kvibr5
1

c1kBT2E0

`

^Nvibr~ t !Nvibr~0!&dt, ~1!

where bracketŝ & indicate ensemble average,c1 denotes the
thermal capacity of the solute, andNvibr is the vibrational
capacity of the solute–solvent interaction calculated for a
solute molecule ofn vibrational degrees of freedom as

Nvibr~ t !5 (
a51

n

Na~ t !5 (
a51

n

Qa~ t !q̇a~ t ! ~2!

with Na(t), Qa(t), andq̇a(t)being the capacity, generalized
external force on, and velocity of modea at time t, respec-
tively. Thus the energy transfer rate is represented by the
time integral over the vibrational capacity TCF, which in
turn consists of the sum of all matrix elements produced by
insertion of Eq.~2! into Eq. ~1!,

kvibr5(
a,b

n

kab , ~3!

kab5
1

c1kBT2E0

`

^Na~ t !Nb~0!&dt. ~4!

Under the assumption that the normal mode velocity and
force34 can be decoupled~see paper I! the last expression can
be rewritten in the form

kab5
1

c1kuT2E0

`

^Qa~ t !q̇a~ t !Qb~0!q̇a~0!&dt

>
1

c1kBT2E
0

`

^Qa~ t !Qb~0!&^q̇a~ t !q̇b~0!&dt, ~5!

introducing the time autocorrelation~at a5b) and cross-
correlation~at aÞb) functions of normal forces and veloci-
ties.

It is evident from Eqs.~1! and~5! that a solute with more
than one vibrational degree of freedom cannot be considered
as a collection of independent normal mode oscillators due to
contributions from the cross terms. It was shown in paper II
and Ref. 22 that each solvent molecule–solute atom interac-
tion contributes to several normal forces simultaneously that
should result in comparable values of diagonal autocorrela-
tion and nondiagonal cross-correlation functions of normal
forces. However, for an isolated harmonic solute its normal
velocity cross-correlation functions vanish and intermode
coupling can arise through normal mode disturbances due to
external forces resulting in that the cross velocity TCFs ap-
pear as the main indicators of the intermode coupling with
respect to VER. Thus, in the following sections, we analyze
properties of different TCFs involved in the energy transfer
process according to Eqs.~1!–~5!.

A. Azulene normal mode characteristics

Before starting the analysis of different TCFs it is useful
to sketch the main features of the azulene normal modes.
Apart from the symmetry represented in Table I a subdivi-
sion into local and global normal modes is also possible. Of
course, the latter is rather ambiguous as there are many
modes that are intermediate in character. However, all low
frequency modes up to No. 17 can be called global as their
eigenvectors have components significantly different from
zero for all or almost all azulene atoms. Some global modes
like vibrations 1, 2, 4, and 6~see Fig. 1! are characterized by
smooth change in displacements of neighboring nuclei. They
reflect motions of the azulene rings as quasirigid objects. At
higher eigenfrequencies even nearest-neighbor nuclei can
move in opposite directions~e.g., modes 20 and 48!. Among
the high frequency C–H stretches only vibrations 44, 46, and
48 belong to global modes.

8024 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 17, 1 November 1999 Heidelbach et al.
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Several normal modes~namely, modes 18, 32, 33, 34,
35, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42! can be ascribed to partially global
excitations because mainly atoms of one ring or other small
groups of atom show considerable displacements. Eigenvec-
tors of local modes 19, 25, 28, 43, 45, 47 have significant
components for one, two, or three atoms.

Amplitudes of nuclei displacements and velocities attrib-
uted to a given mode are proportional to the length of the
respective arrows shown for particular modes in Fig. 1. The
normalization conditions

(
i 51

ns

miq̇ia
2 5kBT, ~6!

(
i 51

ns

miqia
2 5kBT/va

2, ~7!

where ns is the number of solute atoms, indicate that the
higher the frequency the lower the displacementsqia of nu-
clei i arising due to theath normal mode vibration, while
velocity amplitudes do not depend on normal mode fre-
quencyva . For azulene the square of the ratio between the
highest and the lowest frequencies is greater than 200.
Again, the more nuclei that are involved in a given vibration
the lower the values of their characteristic velocities and dis-
placements. The role of nuclei masses are also evident from
Eqs.~6! and~7!, and big weight coefficients of carbon nuclei
strongly reduce the normal mode vibrational displacements
and velocities when carbon components are significant.

Nuclei displacements are of major importance for an in-
tuitive understanding of the strength of the normal mode
interaction with a dense solvent. For example, the group of
modes 15–34 is characterized by low values of carbon com-
ponents that in view of Eq.~7! in part compensate for the
frequency increase with respect to modes 1–14, thus giving
an explanation for their relative significance in the solute to
solvent vibrational energy transfer. Comparatively low activ-
ity of in-plane modes 4, 6, 7, 10, 13, 14~see Fig. 3 in paper
II ! can be attributed to their eigenvector structures with large
components of C nuclei.

B. Velocity time correlation functions

For a harmonic system the normal mode velocity TCFs
are characterized by a single peak at the eigenfrequency of
the respective vibration. However, the kinematic anharmo-
nicities present in polyatomic molecules~see paper II! and
interactions with the bath can be expected to influence the
spectral pattern and linewidths of the mode spectra.

In Fig. 2 spectra of the velocity autocorrelation function

Va
2~v!5

1

kBTE2`

`

exp~ ivt !^q̇a~ t !q̇a~0!&dt ~8!

for several modes at different conditions are shown. All
spectra are dominated by one peak at the eigenfrequencyva

of the respective vibration, indicating that the normal mode

TABLE I. Symmetry assignment of normal modes and their calculated fre-
quencies.@The following abbreviations are used: in-plane symmetric~ips!,
in-plane asymmetric~ipa!, out-of-plane symmetric~ops!, out-of-plane asym-
metric ~opa!.#

Mode
number

Frequencies (cm21)
Mode

number

Frequencies (cm21)

opa ops ipa ips ipa ips

1 185 26 1029
2 238 27 1041
3 327 28 1067
4 330 29 1130
5 392 30 1174
6 395 31 1224
7 434 32 1296
8 545 33 1398
9 554 34 1420

10 582 35 1480
11 588 36 1496
12 745 37 1528
13 759 38 1578
14 785 39 1598
15 789 40 1642
16 852 41 3028
17 859 42 3028
18 866 43 3031
19 916 44 3034
20 948 45 3036
21 967 46 3036
22 967 47 3036
23 999 48 3039
24 1016
25 1027 FIG. 1. Eigenvectors of particular azulene normal modes as indicated by

mode numbers. For each mode, projections of arrows on coordinate axes
determine all 48 eigenvector components in arbitrary units. The eigenvector
components of out-of-plane modes~1, 2, 20, and 25! are perpendicular to
the azulene plane.
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picture can be used to represent azulene dynamics under the
given conditions. As a rule, due to stronger interaction with
the bath these peaks are broadened and slightly blueshifted35

at higher pressure. These effects are pronounced for out-of-
plane modes. The frequency shift is about 35 cm21 for the
first mode, 10–20 cm21 for the other out-of-plane modes,
and negligible for in-plane modes. Because of differences in
the behavior of in- and out-of-plane vibrations, transposi-
tions of several modes with close frequencies~e.g., 3 and 4,
5 and 6, 10 and 11! appear at high pressure. Although a
tendency exists that the most diffuse bands in the velocity
TCFs belong to the lowest frequency modes~e.g., modes 1,
2, 3, and 5! there are exceptions as the highly diffuse bands
for local modes 25 and 37 reveal the role of the eigenvector
structure.

The spectral shape of many in-plane modes, e.g., 4, 6, 7,
29, and 31 only weakly depends on thermodynamic condi-
tions. Even at 270 MPa the spectra of these modes maintain
a sharp structure. Moreover, some in-plane modes like 10,
12, 32, 33, 35, 38, 39 and 40 even exhibit additional narrow-
ing at high pressure. Most of them are symmetric modes.
This phenomenon can be attributed to the competing effects
of temperature and density~or pressure! of the system. With

decreasing temperature the contribution of kinematic nonlin-
earities decreases, leading to less diffuse spectra of modes
that are weakly coupled to the bath. As an example we con-
sider the structure of the tenth mode eigenvector~see Fig. 1!.
Almost all carbon nuclei contribute to Eq.~7!, resulting in
small mean square displacements. Moreover, the in-plane
nearly radial motion the majority of H nuclei suggests that
this motion weakly disturbs interactions of the nuclei with
the solvent. In-plane motions of the carbon atoms are well
isolated from the solvent influence, too. Another example is
mode 38, whose eigenvector mainly consists of stretch vibra-
tions of the bridge carbon atoms.

However, not all in-plane vibrations are insensitive to
changes of pressure. For example, the spectra of modes 28
and 37, both in-plane asymmetric, are broadened substan-
tially at 270 MPa. This behavior can be traced to the struc-
ture of the respective eigenvectors that have their main con-
tribution from a single hydrogen atom. Therefore, these
vibrations, despite being oriented in plane, are sensitive to
the change in density because the hydrogen atoms, located in
peripheral regions of the azulene molecule, are coupled
strongly to the bath. This feature is displayed in spectra of all
high frequency hydrogen stretch modes~not shown! 41–48,
especially local modes 43, 45, and 47 whose eigenvectors are
characterized by high amplitude vibrations of a few H atoms.
We note that the largest components of eigenvectors of
modes 28, 37, and 45 correspond to in-plane displacements
of the H atom that is connected the end C atom of the small
and thus more rigid azulene ring. The eigenvector of the
highest frequency out-of-plane mode 25 is almost completely
represented by vibrations of this hydrogen atom and its broad
spectrum is notable even among the out-of-plane mode spec-
tra.

In addition to this, different vibrations like 9, 16, 25, or
37 lead to diffuse bands even at low pressure. Modes of this
type split up into two groups. On the one hand, for vibrations
25 and 37 the previous discussion holds, as the main contri-
bution comes from a single H atom. Thus, even a weak per-
turbation at low pressure together with the temperature factor
leads to a broadening of the respective spectra. On the other
hand, vibrations like 9 and 16 are closely related to the prop-
erties of mode 1, described as asymmetric out of plane. As
discussed below, such vibrations are strongly correlated with
each other.

Thus the properties of the velocity ACFs weakly depend
on temperature and are mainly determined by the solute–
solvent interaction as well as the internal solute eigenvector
structure. To underline this fact, we show in Fig. 3 spectra36

of the velocity cross-correlation functions calculated as

Va,b~v!5
1

kBTE2`

`

exp~ ivt !^q̇b~ t !q̇a~0!&dt. ~9!

For modes of different symmetry~1 and 11, 1 and 13, 3 and
9, 3 and 13, see Table I!, the spectra consist mainly of two
noisy disturbances at the eigenfrequencies of the contributing
vibrations, whereas for modes of the same symmetry~1 and
9 or 5 and 9! they show a well-defined structure because of
the significant correlation between vibrations. Again, out-of-
plane vibrations show stronger mutual correlations even if

FIG. 2. Spectra of normal mode velocity ACFs for azulene in CO2 at low
~3.2 MPa,T5445 K! and high~270 MPa,T5298 K! pressure. Mode num-
bers are indicated at each curve. Due to the blueshift of out-of-plane bands
the sequence of modes changes at high pressure.
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they are of different symmetry~e.g., symmetric mode 3 and
asymmetric mode 9! as compared to other combinations of
symmetry indicators~modes 1 and 11, 1 and 13, 3 and 13,
see Table I!.

Several physical factors could be responsible for the ob-
served features of the velocity TCFs. On the one hand, the
solute molecule is exposed to the fluctuating potential field
of the surrounding solvent. This results in the spectral blue-
shift previously mentioned of modes that are most sensitive
to the solvent influences, i.e., mainly of out-of-plane modes.
Again, thermal fluctuations of the force field lead to the
broadening of the spectra with increasing pressure.

On the other hand, the solute and the nearest solvent
molecules’ temporal clusters possess their own mode struc-
ture that includes slightly modified eigenvectors of isolated
azulene. In turn, spectra of these clusters consist of slightly
modified isolated solute bands and the low frequency contri-
butions due to weak solute–solvent interactions that can be
attributed to the bath normal modes. The modified eigenvec-
tors are composed of linear combinations of the isolated sol-
ute eigenvectors and additional components belonging to sol-
vent molecules with respective weight coefficients. The main
contribution to the solute part of a temporal cluster eigenvec-
tor is made up by its prototype is the isolated solute. Accord-
ingly, the time evolution of a solute normal mode velocity
may be represented as a linear combination of all vibrations

q̇a~ t !5 (
g51

s

uag cos~vgt1dag!, ~10!

where the sum is taken over all vibrational degrees of free-
dom of the solute,dag and uag are fluctuating phases and

amplitudes of the respective harmonics. The damping of vi-
brations and coupling to low frequency solvent modes are
disregarded here.

Mode g is a generating factor, which — induced by the
solvent — gives rise to harmonic contributions with fre-
quencyvg to different vibrationsa. Moreover, solute vibra-
tions are able to create structures of their own symmetry in
the solvent, giving rise to pronounced intermode correla-
tions. Thus the indicesa andg are not symmetric and sub-
stantial correlations can be expected only between the ampli-
tudes or phases with coinciding second indices.

As discussed above, the diagonal velocity amplitudes
uaa considerably surpass nondiagonal ones. The conse-
quences of solvent assisted solute intermode coupling, lead-
ing to Eq. ~10!, are considered in the Appendix. There it is
shown that the strength of the intermode correlations can be
estimated by integration of the velocity cross-correlation
spectra from zero to one-half the sum of the eigenfrequencies
of the modes under consideration. For noticeably correlated
modes~such as 1 and 9, 5 and 9! these integrals amount to
about 1% of the integrals over the spectra of velocity ACFs.
Thus even for such modes cross-correlations are rather weak.
In other cases the strength of correlations is even lower by an
order of magnitude or more. At low pressure the normal
mode velocity cross-correlation spectra are very weak and
hardly noticeable on the background of fluctuations.

C. Force time correlation functions

For the normal force friction coefficients as defined by
the Fourier transform of the ACF of the fluctuating normal
force Qa(t) exerted on azulene by the surrounding medium,

Fa
~2!~v!5

1

kBTE2`

`

exp~ ivt !^Qa~ t !Qa~0!&dt, ~11!

differences between low and high pressure data are also pro-
nounced.

As shown in Fig. 4, at 3.2 MPaFa
(2)(v) has a similar

shape for all modes. After a fast initial rise the function
reaches its maximum at;20 cm21. For higher frequencies it
decays almost exponentially up to;500 cm21. Weak mani-
festations of the eigenfrequencies of other modes are observ-
able only for vibrations 1 and 2. Differences in symmetry for
different modes are manifested in the intensities of the re-
spective spectra. In-plane modes~e.g., mode 4! usually show
much lower intensities than out-of-plane modes of compa-
rable eigenfrequency. This effect is also observed at high
density where lower intensity spectra are also connected to
in-plane motions within the azulene molecule. Nevertheless,
the overall appearance of the spectra is rather different under
these thermodynamic conditions. At 270 MPa theFa

(2)(v)
decay cannot be described as monoexponential. It consists of
a fast decaying component followed by a slowly declining
tail. For many higher frequency vibrations like modes 9 or
16 the force ACFs display some structural features in the low
frequency range~below 200 cm21). In addition to this,
prominent peaks with decreasing intensity at increasing fre-
quencies are observable atva for most of the vibrations,
indicating that at high pressure vibrations are directly

FIG. 3. Fourier transforms of the velocity cross-correlation functions for
azulene in CO2 at high ~270 MPa! pressure.
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coupled to the bath. However, for specific vibrations, like
mode 16, in addition to the contribution of the eigenfre-
quency to the spectrum here is a signal at the frequency of
the lowest vibrational mode due to the same symmetry of
these modes. As for the velocity ACFs this behavior can be
attributed to the intermode coupling in cases of a similar
eigenvector structure.

D. Capacity time correlation functions

Spectra of the normal mode capacity ACFs

Na
~2!~v!5E

2`

`

exp~ ivt !^q̇a~ t !Qa~ t !q̇a~0!Qa~0!&dt

~12!

display properties of fluctuating normal forces as well as
velocities. The spectra observed at 3.2 MPa differ strongly
from the high pressure result~see Fig. 5!. At low density the
structure of the spectra can approximately be described as a
broad Gaussian signal centered atva , while at 270 MPa the
spectra are dominated by two peaks: a first one, as in the low
pressure case, at the eigenfrequency of the respective mode
but with sharper structure, and a second at 2va showing an
asymmetric structure. As was shown in the velocity and
force autocorrelations, this frequency doubling is due to con-
tributions of the mode eigenfrequency both to the velocities
and the external forces under these thermodynamic condi-
tions. The intensity of the second peak decreases in compari-
son with the first one at increasingva because of a declining

contribution from force autocorrelations at high frequencies.
As in the previous cases, signals of lower intensity are cal-
culated for in-plane vibrations at both pressures.

E. Vibrational energy relaxation rate

Considering that cross correlations only to a small extent
contribute to the process of energy relaxation, in a first ap-
proximation the relaxation rate@Eqs. ~3! and ~4!# can be
calculated from diagonal elements of the capacity correlation
matrix

kvibr> (
a51

3ns26

kaa5
1

c1kBT2 (
a51

3ns26 E
0

`

^Na~ t !Na~0!&dt

5
1

48~kBT!2 (
a51

3ns26

Na
~2!~0!, ~13!

where we use the harmonic approximation for the heat ca-
pacity of the azulene vibrational subsystem. From simulation
data this approximation was found to be quite accurate.
Thus, the value of the capacity ACF atv50 should give an
estimation of the contribution of a specific mode to VER. At
3.2 MPaNa

(2)(0) decreases rapidly with increasingva indi-
cating that only the lowest frequency modes contribute sub-

FIG. 4. Fourier transforms of the normal force ACFs for azulene in CO2 at
low and high pressure. Mode numbers are indicated at each curve.

FIG. 5. Fourier transforms of the capacity ACFs for azulene in CO2 at low
and high pressure. Mode numbers are indicated at each curve.
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stantially to the overall process. At high pressure, however,
even high frequency modes are active. These observations
agree with results from our nonequilibrium simulations in
paper II showing that in a dense environment almost all
modes are participating in energy transfer to the bath. The
relaxation rates calculated from Eq.~13! correspond to relax-
ation times (t51/kvibr) of 120 and 6 ps for 3.2 and 270 MPa,
respectively, significantly smaller than the values obtained
from the nonequilibrium simulations of 306 and 12.5 ps.
Therefore, the overall contribution of the cross terms to the
relaxation rate cannot be neglected, as one could expect from
the velocity cross-correlation functions.

We have calculated the zero frequency valuesNab
(2)(0)

for capacity cross correlations at low and high pressure. The
resulting coupling matrices normalized according to Eq.~4!
are displayed in Fig. 6. All diagonal elements in Fig. 6 are
set to zero because many of their values are an order of
magnitude higher than the largest nondiagonal elements.

The intermode coupling at both pressures is well pro-
nounced although the coupling strength decreases with in-
creasing frequency of at least one of the correlated modes.
However, the hydrogen stretch vibrations are strongly corre-
lated among each other as well as to the other modes. This
intermode energy exchange is essential for the fast internal
thermalization of azulene during vibrational relaxation that
was observed in nonequilibrium simulations.22,25

Different signs of the matrix elements indicate that the
respective coupling enhances or reduces the overall VER rate
for positive or negative contributions, respectively. The
greater number of dark points in the upper left-hand parts of
the squares in Fig. 6 indicate that the overall contribution of
the negative matrix elements is greater than that of the posi-
tive ones, thus reducing the vibrational relaxation rate.
Therefore, a calculation of relaxation rates on the basis of
Eq. ~13! can only serve as a rough approximation to the
multimode problem.

For a proper estimation of the relaxation rate the cross-
correlation contributions have to be taken into account. How-
ever, the evaluation of time integrals over correlation func-
tions by means of a Fourier transform implies using the zero
frequency limit. Our calculations have shown that the avail-
able frequency resolution and statistics of the simulated data

can be used for semiquantitative estimation of the matrix
elements displayed in Fig. 6, but are not sufficient for a
precise investigation of the relaxation rates. To circumvent
these obstacles, we recalculatekvibr according to Eq.~3! as

kvibr5 (
a51

n

ka , ~14!

considering each term here as the contribution of modea to
the relaxation rate

ka5 (
b51

n

kab5
1

c1kBT2E0

`

^Na~ t !Nvibr~0!&dt. ~15!

Integrating capacities we rewrite this expression in terms of
energiesWa(t) andWvibr(t),

Wa~ t !5E
0

t

Na~ t8!dt8, Wvibr~ t !5E
0

t

Nvibr~ t8!dt8,

~16!

transferred for the solute to the bath during timet by ath
mode and by all vibrational modes, respectively, and repre-
sent the partial relaxation rates through Helfand
integrands37,38

ka5
1

2c1kBT2
lim
t→`

d

dt
^Wa~ t !Wvibr~ t !&. ~17!

Equation~17! offers the possibility to represent the expres-
sion under the time derivative by a linear fit, thereby smooth-
ing fluctuations caused by poor statistics. Also, data for the
total transferred energyWvibr(t) are more reliable than each
particular contribution to it.

In addition, Helfand integrands were used to calculate
the vibrational relaxation rate,

kvibr5
1

96~kBT!2
lim
t→`

d

dt
^Wvibr

2 ~ t !&. ~18!

In Figs. 7 and 8 we plot relaxation rates for individual modes
and the accumulation of the rate for all modesi<n againstn
for low and high pressure. The time dependencies of the
Helfand integrands for the total energy transferred and that

FIG. 6. The gray shade coded distribu-
tion of absolute values of the capacity
cross-correlation matrix elements for
azulene in CO2 at low and high pres-
sure. Mode numbers are indicated
among the coordinate axes. The diag-
onal matrix elements are set to zero.
Values of the positive and absolute
values of the negative matrix elements
are shown below and above this diag-
onal, respectively. The darkest points
correspond to relaxation rates 2.5
3107 and 53108 s21 for low and high
pressure, correspondingly.
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entering the expression for the partial relaxation rates are
shown for several individual modes. After an initial period
that reflects memory effects, the total energy transfer inte-
grands show quite reasonable linear character. Higher fluc-
tuations are observed for the partial integrands. Still they
permit the estimation of partial relaxation rates. Time inter-
vals @20,60# ps and@20,40# ps for low and high pressure,
respectively, were used for these estimations.

In agreement with nonequilibrium calculations in paper
II and Ref. 22, at 3.2 MPa only 5–10 low frequency vibra-
tional modes contribute significantly to the overall energy
transfer process, whereas the activity of the other modes re-
sults mainly in intramolecular energy redistribution. At high
densities almost all modes with exception of the C–H
stretches contribute to the energy flux to the bath. The total
relaxation rateskvibr amount to 426 and 19.2 ps at low and
high pressure, respectively, agreeing reasonably well with
our nonequilibrium simulations in paper II where VER times
of 306 and 12.5 ps were obtained. However, as noted in
paper II, the rate of energy transfer progressively decreases
in the nonequilibrium simulations~hence, the relaxation time
increases! as the temperature of the solute becomes lower.
The estimated relaxation time in high pressure NEMD simu-

lations taking into account this effect was found to be 19.1
ps, which can be compared with the present EMD~19.2 ps!
and experimental18 ~18.7 ps! results.

An excellent agreement between EMD and low tempera-
ture NEMD simulation results is not surprising because the
same potentials were used in both cases, thus validating the
former approach. However, the relaxation rate as determined
from NEMD simulations weakly depends on the solute tem-
perature. Minor differences between the relaxation rates in
EMD and high temperature NEMD simulations indicate that
equilibrium and quasiequilibrium TCFs are not identical.
Still these differences are not significant and EMD simula-
tions at the solvent equilibrium temperature reflect the real
nonequilibrium situation at least qualitatively.

In spite of some disagreement between partial relaxation
rates calculated by means of NEMD and EMD simulations
the general behavior of the cumulative energy fluxes shown
in Figs. 7~d! and 8~d! is very similar. Due to shorter relax-
ation times at high pressure, MD simulations were available
with better statistics. Therefore, at high pressure fluctuations,
as well as deviations between NEMD and EMD, results are
considerably lower.

It is necessary to note that the EMD partial relaxation
rates calculated in accordance with Eq.~17! and the energies
transferred by particular modes in NEMD simulations@Eq.
~16! of paper II#, although very similar from an intuitive
point of view, still cannot be identified exactly with each
other. The cross-correlation contributionskab

(2) defined by Eq.
~4! reflect the influence of other modes on the energy ex-
change through a particular mode. However, their interpreta-
tion as well as the interpretation of the EMD partial relax-
ation rates and the energies transferred by particular modes
in NEMD simulations in terms of local energy fluxes is am-
biguous due to the nonlocality of the interaction energy. The
azulene intramolecular potential consists of two-, three-, and
four-body interactions which, due to kinematic nonlinearities
and solute–solvent interactions, give rise to intermode cou-
pling terms after the transformation to normal mode coordi-
nates. Thus VER and intramolecular vibrational energy re-
distribution ~IVR! cannot be separated from each other and
have to be considered as mutually connected processes en-
suring an efficient energy decay of the solute.

In Sec. III B it was shown that the normal mode repre-
sentation is well founded for solutes of the azulene type.
Even in high density solvents like carbon dioxide at 270
MPa the energy exchange rates are quite low in comparison
with characteristic vibrating time scales. During a relaxation
time of an order of 10 ps a mode with frequency as low as
200 cm21 completes about 100 vibrations, dissipating only
about a percent of the mode energy per each vibration. Of
course, under these conditions the solute motions preserve a
well-define mode structure as demonstrated by the spectra of
normal mode velocity TCFs.

However, the energy fluxes, although small in compari-
son with the mode energies, consist of intra- and intermo-
lecular contributions, which cannot be separated from each
other due to the nonlocality of the interaction energy dis-
cussed previously. This complicated character of the energy
exchange manifests itself by significant differences between

FIG. 7. Relaxation rates for azulene in CO2 at low ~3.2 MPa! pressure.
Helfand integrands for the total~a! and partial~b! relaxation rates. The
distribution of the partial~c! and cumulative~d! relaxation rates.

FIG. 8. The same as in Fig. 7 at high~270 MPa! pressure.
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different mode energy fluxes in NEMD as well as by non-
zero values of the nondiagonal energy exchange matrix ele-
ments in EMD simulations. The nondiagonal matrix ele-
ments are an order of magnitude lower than the diagonal
ones. This indicates that the effective intermode energy ex-
change between two particular modes on average is one or-
der of magnitude smaller than the energy exchange between
a particular mode and the solvent. Thus the cumulative en-
ergy exchange of a particular mode with all other coupled
solute modes can compete with the energy transfer from this
mode to the solvent, leading to fast IVR if there is a suffi-
cient number of solute vibrational degrees of freedom as in
the case of azulene.

IV. ATOM SPECIFIC ENERGY TRANSFER

A. Atomic time correlation functions

In contrast to the normal mode case each atomic velocity
ACF spectrum consists of a variety of signals related to con-
tributions of different normal vibrations that strongly depend
on the position of the atom in azulene in accordance with the
structure of eigenvectors. For example, C–H stretch vibra-
tions are displayed in spectra of all C nuclei but the third one
~see Ref. 21 for the assignment of atoms! that is in a bridge
position and not directly connected to hydrogen atoms. The
competition between decreasing temperature and rising pres-
sure that was already discussed in Sec. III B, enhances the
resolution of atomic spectra at high pressure.

The frequency-dependent atomic friction coefficients
Fi

(2)(v) were calculated as the Fourier transforms of the
atomic force TCFs. At low pressure they show similar struc-
ture of broad distorted Gaussians centered at;100 cm21 for
all C and H nuclei. The third bridge carbon atom being
mostly isolated from the solvent is characterized by com-
paratively low intensity spectra at both pressures. In the high
frequency range H nuclei exhibit connection with different
normal vibrations. At high pressure the low frequency maxi-
mum is displaced to higher frequencies and azulene eigen-
frequencies, especially the lowest one, manifest themselves
by respective peaks indicating stronger solute–solvent inter-
actions.

From Fi
(2)(v) three different types of C atoms can be

distinguished at both pressures. First, C nuclei 1 and 2,
which form the core of the five-membered ring in azulene,
show the highest intensities because due to the small bending
angle within the molecule~;110°! these atoms are in closest
contact with the solvent; second, the bridge nuclei C3,
shielded in the center of the solute, are coupled only weakly
to the bath leading to low intensity spectra; and third, the
core atoms of the seven-membered ring with intermediate
intensities. Differences between hydrogen nuclei are much
less pronounced. For a given pressure the calculation of
Fi

(2)(v) leads to comparable results for all H atoms, indicat-
ing that due to their location in the peripheral regions of the
solvent all of them experience the same interacting with the
solvent.

For the atomic capacity ACFsNi
(2)(v) a change in den-

sity leaves their spectral shape almost unaffected. Despite the
different intensities,Ni

(2)(v) keeps its basic structure over

two orders of magnitude in pressure. For carbon nuclei one
can see wide bands from zero frequency to approximately
1500 cm21 with numerous peaks on the background of
slowly decreasing amplitude, and weak contributions of
C–H stretches at;3000 cm21. It is produced by a collection
of normal mode contributions shown in Fig. 5. In accordance
with Fig. 5, peaks are more pronounced at high pressure.
Again, the structure ofNi

(2)(v) closely reflects the location
of the atoms and three different classes of nuclei can be
distinguished from the spectra. For C nuclei 1 and 2, which
belong to the five-membered ring dominated by low fre-
quency out-of-plane motions and, due to its rigid structure,
high frequency ring deformations at;1500 cm21 Ni

(2)(v)
slowly decays up to 1000 cm21 and then sharply drops in
intensity. In the following, peaks are observed around 1500
cm21. Consequently, for atoms C4, C5, and C6 main inten-
sity is redshifted to 1000 cm21 where the deformations of the
larger, floppier ring are located. In contrast to this, the spec-
tra for C3 nuclei have low intensity in the low frequency
range below 500 cm21 due to the position of these nuclei on
the rigid bridge that connects the two rings and does not
contribute to most low frequency out-of-plane motions.

All capacity autocorrelation spectra for hydrogen nuclei
are dominated by two broad peaks around 1000 cm21 and at
the frequency of the hydrogen stretch vibrations~;3000
cm21). In agreement with our nonequilibrium simulations,
intensities are by a factor of 5 higher in comparison to the
carbon spectra, indicating that most of the energy is trans-
ferred through the H atoms. As for the friction coefficients
only small differences between the capacity spectra of dif-
ferent hydrogen nuclei can be found.

B. Energy relaxation rates

In analogy to the normal mode analysis, atom specific
relaxation rates can be calculated according to Eqs.~13!–
~17!, where now the capacityNi(t) and the energyWi(t)
transferred through atomi instead of the mode specific quan-
tities have to be substituted and the summations are carried
out over all azulene nuclei.

The calculation of the capacity ACFsNi
(2)(v) already

indicated that the hydrogen atoms are most active agents in
the energy exchange with the bath. The evaluation of the
energy transfer rates supports this observation. In Fig. 9
atomic partial rates for all azulene nuclei are shown. Contri-
butions of carbon nuclei in and adjacent to the bridge are
extremely low. These nuclei do not actively participate in
out-of-plane motions.

Of course, the overall contributions can be decomposed
into diagonal and nondiagonal parts. The nondiagonal parts
for the bridge and big ring carbon atoms are almost exactly
equal to the diagonal contributions but with negative sign,
thus resulting in almost vanishing activity with respect to
energy transfer. Zero activity of atoms in the big ring close
to the bridge is compensated by high activity of hydrogen
atoms bonded to them, especially at high pressure. The dis-
tribution of the energy transferred among different atoms
~Fig. 9! is more inhomogeneous in comparison with NEMD
results. However, the ratios of the energies transferred by all
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carbon and all hydrogen atoms are 1:4 at high and 2:5 at low
pressure, and approximately the same as in the nonequilib-
rium simulations. Deviations between EMD and NEMD re-
sults can only in part be ascribed to the lack of statistics. As
in the case of the normal mode analysis, the partial atomic
relaxation rates calculated by expression like~16!, ~17!, and
~18! cannot be exactly identified with the nonequilibrium
atomic energy fluxes.

The vibrational relaxation rates were calculated sum-
ming up all partial atomic rates. This resulted in relaxation
times of 389 and 19.2 ps for low and high pressure, respec-
tively. Again, these results agree reasonably well with the
NEMD rates and the values obtained by means of the normal
mode analysis.

V. CONCLUSION

The results of this work clearly demonstrate that Eq.~3!,
representing the relaxation rate in terms of theequilibrium
capacity TCFs, is appropriate for the description of VER of
highly excited polyatomic molecules in fluids. Characteriz-
ing the solute and solvent as interacting quasiequilibrium
subsystems by their own temperatures is the necessary con-
dition ~see paper I! for the applicability of Eq.~3!. The non-
equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations in paper II and
Ref. 22 have shown that this condition is met due to fast
solvent assisted intramolecular energy redistribution in azu-
lene and efficient energy redistribution in the solvent. Addi-
tionally, in the present work it is shown that the velocity
TCFs, which represent the properties of the hot solute, ex-
cept for being proportional to the solute temperature, are
weakly dependent on the latter and are more influenced by

the solvent state. It is especially true with respect to inter-
mode correlations that are almost completely determined by
solute–solvent interactions.

The general requirement concerning the fast decay of the
capacity correlations is not so easily fulfilled because the
behavior of the Helfand integrands and the low frequency
dependence of the Fourier transforms of the capacity TCFs
show that a memory time scale can be of the order of 10 ps,
which is comparable to the vibrational energy relaxation
time. However, the coincidence of the relaxation times and
other features of VER obtained by EMD and NEMD sug-
gests that either these indications of long memory effects are
due to the lack of statistics, or the influence of the capacity
TCF tails is of minor importance.

Some differences between the relaxation rates in EMD
and high temperature NEMD simulations indicate that the
equilibrium and quasiequilibrium TCFs are not fully identi-
cal. More realistic azulene intramolecular and azulene– CO2

potentials and better statistics are required to investigate the
difference between these functions in more detail. Unfortu-
nately, in spite of some information onab initio potential
surfaces of isolated azulene,39 reliable data on anharmonic
contributions to intramolecular potentials for such complex
systems as azulene in dense environments that are suitable
for MD simulations are not available at present.
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APPENDIX

Starting from Eq. ~10! the velocity cross-correlation
function is represented as

^q̇a~ t1!q̇b~ t2!&

5K (
g,l

uagubl cos~vgt11dag!cos~vlt21dbl!L
>^uabubb$cos@vb~ t11t2!1dab1dbb#

1cos@vb~ t22t1!1dab2dbb#%&

1^uaauba$cos@va~ t11t2!1daa1dba#1cos@va~ t2

2t1!1dba2daa#%&, ~A1!

where angular brackets designate the ensemble average. The
squares of the nondiagonal velocity amplitudes are neglected
here as they are small in comparison to the terms kept in Eq.
~A1!. As the cross-correlation function depends only on the
time internalt22t1 ,

^uabubb cos~dab1dbb!&5^uabubb sin~dab1dbb!&50,
~A2!

^uaauba cos~daa1dba!&5^uaauba sin~daa1dba!&50.

This means that the sum of two random phases with
equal second indices is also a random phase symmetrically
distributed around horizontal and vertical directions in the

FIG. 9. Atomic partial and cumulative relaxation rates. Carbon atoms are
numbered from 1 to 10 beginning from the end atom of the small azulene
ring and numbering symmetrically placed atoms by a couple of successive
numbers: 2 and 3, 4 and 5, etc., 4 and 5 are bridge atoms. Hydrogen atoms
are numbered in the same order~11, 12 and 13, etc.!.
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angle plane. However, to preserve the dependence ont2

2t1 , the distribution of the difference of these phases cannot
be so symmetric.

The static velocity cross-correlation function@Eq. ~A1!
at t25t1] is equal to zero. Calculating this function explicitly
and using Eq.~A2! one concludes that

^ubbuab cos~dbb2dab!&52^uaauba cos~daa2dba!&.

~A3!
Then Eq.~A1! is represented by

^q̇a~0!q̇b~ t !&

5^uaauba cos~daa2dba!&@cos~vat !2cos~vbt !#

1^uaauba sin~dba2daa!&sin~vat !

1^uabubb sin~dbb2dab!&sin~vbt !. ~A4!

If the random phase entering Eq.~A4! are strongly cor-
related so that their difference belongs mainly to the left or to
the right half of the angle plane, then the time behavior of the
cross-correlation function is determined by the first term of
Eq. ~A4!. Its spectrum consists of two peaks at the mode
eigenfrequencies with opposite signs. In accordance with the
sum rule the integral over frequency of the Fourier transform
of the cross-correlation function is equal to its static value,
i.e., zero. The frequency integral over one of the peaks, say
from zero to approximately half of the frequency sumva

1vb gives the effective magnitude of the velocity cross cor-
relations entering Eq.~A3!. These peaks are broadened due
to fluctuations of frequencies and amplitudes, damping and
dephasing40 processes, which are very important here be-
cause the multipliers of the trigonometric functions in Eq.
~A4! are functions of time and their properties are defined by
the character of the solute–solvent clusters, their lifetime,
and initial condition of cluster formation. Figure 3 shows
that such a behavior is characteristic, for example, for modes
1 and 9 or 5 and 9.

In the case when fluctuating phases of two modes are
weakly correlated, contributions of all terms in Eq.~A4! are
approximately of the same order and due to random fluctua-
tions of signs and values of the trigonometric functions en-
tering the mean values the cross correlation function spec-
trum will consist of a sequence of random numbers of both
signs near the mode frequencies like the cross-correlation
spectrum for modes 1 and 11. Of course, the latter can be a
result of poor statistics, too. After proper averaging the spec-
trum may degenerate to a smooth curve of lower amplitude.
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